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TRIUMPH THERMAL SYSTEMS, LLC. (TTS) APPOINTS NEWGENAEROSPACE
CORPORATION AS EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA – MAINLAND CHINA, HONG KONG, MACAO, TAIWAN, JAPAN,
SINGAPORE, INDONESIA, MALAYSIA AND SOUTH KOREA.
Effective August 1st, 2014, TTS appoints NGAC as the Exclusive Distributor for the defined market area
in the countries of the Peoples Republic of China – Mainland China including Hong Kong, Macao,
Taiwan, Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia and South Korea.
NGAC will handle all sales, marketing and operational functions, and appropriate packaging requirements
for all airlines, operators, MROs, distributors, dealers and parts brokers - including those not currently
under contract with TTS.
“We are delighted at the prospects of this new agreement with NewGenAerospace Corporation.” said Cris
Rickle, Manager/Aftermarket Services, Triumph Thermal Systems. “Since we entered into an agreement
with NewGenAerospace Corporation back in September of 2007, we have enjoyed a successful track
record through their excellent reputation and innovative solutions. They are well suited to handle the
requirements in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan.”
Tom Klapperich, President of NewGenAerospace, commented, “We are focused on taking TTS’ high quality
thermal management products and repair services to a new level of success by combining our extensive worldwide
distribution network and our integrated sales and marketing strategy to enhance their products. Our services are a
natural fit for TTS and we look forward to mutual success for our companies.”
This agreement not only includes “ factory new “ material but also Rotable product, exchange pool
product, piece parts and facilitating repairs done by TTS. Any pricing received from NGAC for our product
will be certified as material directly from TTS.
About TTS:
Since 1929, Triumph Thermal Systems (TTS) has been providing high-quality thermal management
technologies to commercial customers worldwide. With in-house design, development, testing, and
manufacturing capabilities, along with NewGenAerospace's quality service and innovative programs, our
partnership is uniquely able to bring solutions to market faster than anyone else in the business.
Triumph Thermal Systems provides heat exchangers in aluminum, stainless steel and inconel material
options for both plate fin and tubular geometries. Liquid Cooling Systems for airborne electronics thermal
management is another product line we support. Triumph Thermal Systems is the aerospace industry’s
provider of choice for high-quality thermal management technologies. We are committed to being a leading
global manufacturer and supplier of heat exchange and thermal transfer systems and components.
Triumph Thermal Systems is a premier solution provider for aircraft thermal management and support.
They provide Plate Fin, Tubular, Surface Heat Exchangers, Liquid Cooling Systems, Electronic Cooling
Systems, Oil Reservoirs, High Temperature Bleed Air Heat Exchangers, Hydraulic and Fuel Coolers and
Heaters for aerospace systems.
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